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Woody perennials’ reliance on nonstructural carbohydrates (NSC) reserves for the

resumption of spring growth necessitates an accumulation of NSC prior to dormancy.

It is assumed that during dormancy temperature-regulated biological activities gauge

the progression of winter and affect the metabolic rates and physiology of NSC

reserves. Thus, changes in temperature signal the arrival of spring and determine the

amount of reserves available for growth resumption. As woody perennials are dependent

on dispersed storage of NSC during spring, they need an integrated remobilization

and redistribution for synchronous and effective development of photosynthetic and

reproductive organs. However, it is not known how storage compartments interact

at the whole plant level, when NSC reserves are mobilized, or how local and distal

storage compartments influence the biology of spring growth resumption. The goal of

this mini-review is to shift the focus of winter biology from bud-centric to the whole

plant. We discuss winter NSC management in the context of climate change with a

special emphasis on how projectedmild winters may affect the carbon budget, transport,

and allocation during winter. We look at three aspects of NSC regulation underlying

dormancy (I) the molecular regulation of dormancy (II) temperature dependent winter

NSC metabolism, and (III) spring NSC remobilization and redistribution processes.

Keywords: NSC, bud break, chilling models, starch, sugars, xylem

INTRODUCTION

The perennial habit in mediterranean, boreal, and temperate climates necessitates overwintering.
In order to ensure their survival during this harsh time, species have evolved adaptive phenological
mechanisms that modulate annual growth, and induce dormancy cycles and cold acclimation.
During fall, woody perennials (trees and vines) respond to the decreasing temperature and
photoperiod by halting growth, accumulating non-structural carbohydrates (NSC, i.e., sugars and
starch), shedding leaves, and acquiring cold hardiness (Charrier et al., 2015). While the arrival
of spring is linked to day length, temperature is the principal environmental regulator signaling
the progression of dormancy from winter (accumulation of “chill”) into spring (accumulation
of “heat”), resulting in the timely end of dormancy and synchronous resumption of growth
(Campoy et al., 2011; Sánchez-Pérez et al., 2014). However, the biological mechanisms driving this
regulation are not well-understood, partly because temperature affects the physiology of plants both
directly, through its effect on enzymatic activities and biochemical reactions, and indirectly through
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multiple signaling pathways (Heide, 2008, 2011; Wigge, 2013).
This lack of knowledge results in a guessing game, supported
only by statistical models, to assess the impacts of future
climate change on perennial ecosystems and agriculture. A
mechanistic understanding of dormancy is a prerequisite for
sustainably managing forests and agrosystems into the climatic
“new normal.”

Temperature heavily influences the timing and quality of bud
break (Alves et al., 2007; Bonhomme et al., 2010). As winter
temperatures are affected by climate change, models predict that
in the upcoming decades mediterranean and temperate regions
will experience increases in average winter temperatures and
an increase in diurnal temperature variations (Luedeling et al.,
2013; Field et al., 2014). In general, warmer winters will result in
the reduction of chilling hours leading to phenology shifts and
eventually to erratic phenology patterns, including the loss of
synchronization in bud break at both the individual plant and
population level (Pérez et al., 2008; Sanz-Pérez et al., 2009). The
negative impacts of warmer winters are already visible in both
natural ecosystems and agriculture, apparent in phenological
shifts and reduced crop yields (Cleland et al., 2007; Ford et al.,
2016; Mosedale et al., 2016). Because we lack an in-depth
understanding of the physiological and genetic basis of dormancy
and bud break, our ability to leverage a critical target to mediate
future climate change is limited.

For the past 20 years the genetic basis of dormancy has
been a focus of applied and basic research, with the underlying
assumption that the buds are the primary temperature sensors
(Rohde and Bhalerao, 2007; Ruttink et al., 2007; Tarkowski and
Van den Ende, 2015). These studies highlighted the importance
of carbohydrate metabolism, without providing any mechanistic
link between temperature and phenology (Mathiason et al.,
2009; Fennell et al., 2015; Kim et al., 2017; Singh et al.,
2017). These findings need to be complemented with a holistic
approach in understating the synchrony of dormancy breaking
which takes into account the whole plant sustaining new bud
growth. Indeed, buds require energy (in the form of NSC)
for biomass, metabolism, and respiration until they transition
from heterotrophy (reserve-dependent growth) to autotrophy
(photosynthetic autonomy) (Blanke and Leyhe, 1989; Leyhe and
Blanke, 1989; Maurel et al., 2004; Vaillant-Gaveau et al., 2011;
Tixier et al., 2017b). Bud development, its synchronization at
the plant and population levels, and subsequent reproductive
success are dependent on the whole plant’s ability to supply
buds with energy and water (Lebon et al., 2008; Keller and
Tarara, 2010). In order to provide this needed energy, NSC are
stored in parenchyma cells of wood and roots before winter,
ensuring survival, and later remobilized to support bud-break
and growth resumption in the spring (Figure 1) (Loescher et al.,
1990; Barbaroux and Bréda, 2002; Richardson et al., 2013; Rosas
et al., 2013). This dormancy period is inadequately understood
at the mechanistic level which limits our ability to build robust
phenology models and understand the role of NSC in the
resilience of perennials to stresses, especially at limits of species
range (Bansal and Germino, 2008, 2010).

Current mechanistic models were developed from the
perspective of carbohydrate partitioning and source-sink

relationships during the growing season (DeJong et al., 2011;
Da Silva et al., 2014). In these models winter biology is usually
represented as maintenance respiration, an oversimplification
that ignores an entire suite of biological activities related
to winter temperature, winter carbohydrate management,
transport, and subsequent spring performance (Lacointe et al.,
2004; Bonhomme et al., 2005; Pellegrino et al., 2014; Tixier et al.,
2017b). On the other hand, models that focus on dormancy
such as the chilling hours models (Utah chill models, dynamic
model), which were developed to predict bud break in response
to winter temperature, are descriptive and empirical in nature
(Pérez et al., 2008; Aslamarz et al., 2010; Luedeling and Brown,
2011; Luedeling et al., 2013; Londo and Johnson, 2014). They
routinely require continuous recalibrations for new locations,
years, species, or genotypes (Guo et al., 2015; Kaufmann and
Blanke, 2017). In light of these observations, we argue for the
need to develop new mechanistically based models that integrate
a whole plant analysis of winter biology and dormancy breaking.

The goal of this review is to concisely present our current
knowledge on the role of carbohydrate metabolism and
redistribution during winter and spring growth resumption
in woody perennials. We will present the molecular basis
of dormancy, the temperature-dependent winter NSC
metabolism, and finally discuss the mechanisms controlling
NSC remobilization and redistribution in the spring. We aim
to identify knowledge gaps that should be addressed in the
future to inform robust predictive models and establish a holistic
understanding of winter biology.

Molecular Basis of Whole-Plant
Winter Dormancy
Dormancy induction and spring growth resumption are
coordinated bymanymolecular pathways. Recent transcriptomic
approaches focusing on buds have highlighted the importance of
major gene ontology groups including carbohydrate metabolism,
stress response, reactive oxygen species (ROS) metabolism,
hormonal signaling, MADS-box genes known as DORMANCY-
ASSOCIATED MADS (DAM), and circadian clock regulators
for the regulation of dormancy’s progress. Highly conserved in
eukaryotic organisms, MADS-box genes encode transcription
factors are known to participate in the regulation of the plant
transition to flower and fruit development (Amasino, 2010). In
peach, the deletion of a cluster of six DAM genes has led to
a non-dormant phenotype (Rodriguez et al., 1994; Maurya and
Bhalerao, 2017). In grapevine buds, dormancy phases such as
initiation and bud break coincided with successive expression of
DAM genes (Mathiason et al., 2009; Díaz-Riquelme et al., 2012;
Fennell et al., 2015). Recently, another regulator gene, EARLY
BUD-BREAK 1 (EBB1), encoding a putative ethylene responsive
transcription factor has been shown to modulate the timing of
bud-break (Yordanov et al., 2014). Other hormones, such as
abscissic acid and gibberellins, are also involved in dormancy
regulation (Zheng et al., 2015;Maurya and Bhalerao, 2017). There
is consensus that these pathways have complex interactions that
are unique to each species despite sharing common regulatory
components with herbaceous floral transition. However, no
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FIGURE 1 | Non-structural carbohydrates (NSC) are stored in the form of starch during the growing season in order to be mobilized to ensure winter survival and

development of new organs and tissue during spring. Atmospheric carbon is fixed by photosynthesis in the form of sugar and stored in the form of starch in

parenchyma cells of wood and roots. During winter, NSC (sugar and starch) are utilized to ensure survival via maintenance respiration, ROS scavenging, frost

resistance, embolism refilling and membrane stabilization. During spring, stored NSC are remobilized as building blocks for the development and growth of new

organs and tissues. Plant total NSC is modeled from NSC concentration experimental data and modeled biomass.

regulatory mechanisms underpinning dormancy progression
have been identified so far and there is no clear evidence to date
on how the environment triggers their activity.

Photoperiodic regulation of dormancy could involve
phytochromes (PHY) and the circadian clock (SOC/FT
genes) since over-expression of a PHYA prevents short (SD)-
photoperiod endodormancy in poplar (Bohlenius et al., 2006).
Circadian variations are intimately linked with temperature
fluctuations and the molecular circadian clock has been shown
to be altered by low temperatures in winter perhaps through
the recently identified thermo-sensor function of phytochromes
(Ruttink et al., 2007; Ibañez et al., 2008; Jae-Hoon et al., 2016;
Legris et al., 2016). While phytochromes may provide real-time
temperature sensing the remaining problem is identifying the
clock that measures the cumulation of “chill hours” during
winter progression. This puzzling aspect of dormancy might
be related to intrinsic links between the molecular clock and
carbohydrate metabolism. There is mounting evidence that
local NSC balance is controlled on a diurnal basis, crucial for
dormancy breaking, and recent reports even suggests that the
clock is actually entrained by sugar signaling (Gibon et al., 2004;
Bolouri Moghaddam and Van den Ende, 2013; Palacio et al.,
2014; Tixier et al., 2018). If true, sugar homeostasis and starch-
degradation enzymatic equilibrium might be at the forefront
of dormancy sensing. Indeed, starch degradation-synthesis
enzymatic equilibrium maintains sugars homeostasis in living
cells and responds to temperature. This response relies on
the higher sensitivity to the temperature of starch synthesis
than degradation (thermal coefficient of Q10 3 and 1.8–2.5,
respectively), thus typically degradation rates are higher than
synthesis rates at low temperatures (Zwieniecki et al., 2015).
The proposed mode of action of chill substitute chemicals such

as hydrogen cyanamide is also consistent with a role of sugar
homeostasis in the breaking of dormancy. Hydrogen cyanamide
induces ROS production leading to an energetic crisis at the
cell level, inducing the expression of amylolytic enzymes, and
promoting starch degradation and sugar accumulation in vicinity
of the buds (Sudawan et al., 2016).

Unfortunately almost all genetic analysis of dormancy control
is focused on buds, while the rest of the plant, which must
change simultaneously to provide developing tissue with energy,
water, and nutrients, is significantly understudied. For example,
only a handful of studies look at the expression of genes in
dormant wood. At the xylem level, dormancy coincides with
the upregulation of the expression of carbohydrate metabolic
genes and acclimation to cold temperature related CBF (C-repeat
binding factor) transcription factors while down-regulating cell
cycling genes (Schrader et al., 2004; Decourteix et al., 2008; Barros
et al., 2012; Tarkowski and Van den Ende, 2015). Considering the
trophic relationship between buds and wood, and that rootstocks
have been shown to influence the dates of bud break, it is
important to identify which organ(s) signals the breaking of
dormancy to the rest of the plant and to understand to what
extent each organ is autonomous in this process (Menora et al.,
2015). Callose deposition in plasmodesmata to isolate buds’
symplast at the initiation of dormancy has been hypothesized
to limit the access of growth promoting signals but thus far
genetic evidence to support this hypothesis has been lacking
(Rinne et al., 1994; van der Schoot and Rinne, 2011). The
analysis of the molecular dialogue between buds and storage
sites (stems and root) during dormancy and dormancy breaking,
and gene expression patterns at the whole plant level, would
be important milestones for the mechanistic understanding
of dormancy.
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Effects of Temperature on Winter and
Spring NSC Management
In addition to its critical role in the breaking of dormancy
and the development of buds, local NSC management is also
crucial for winter survival, ensuring baselinemetabolism through
maintenance respiration, frost tolerance, xylem refilling, ROS
scavenging, membrane stabilization, and signaling (Bonhomme
et al., 2005; Rohde and Bhalerao, 2007; Lebon et al., 2008;
Charrier et al., 2015; Tarkowski and Van den Ende, 2015).
During winter, respiration converts stored NSC into energy.
While respiration increases exponentially with temperature
according to the Arrhenius law, its rate and slope decreases
with the buds’ depth of dormancy (Parada et al., 2016).
Whether a similar respiration acclimation response during
dormancy exists in other perennial organs, especially the
roots, is still an open question that has implications for
local NSC consumption (van der Schoot and Rinne, 2011;
Keller, 2015). Respiration displays thermal acclimation and
recent observations even showed stem respiration increases in
response to near freezing temperatures in pistachio and oak
trees (Atkin and Tjoelker, 2003; Sperling et al., 2015). Thus,
characterizing accurate respiration responses to temperature
is a major challenge for mechanistic models that generally
assume a simple exponential function with a constant Q10

of near 2.
In response to low and freezing temperatures, stored starch

is converted to soluble sugars or other compatible solutes
to decrease cell osmotic potential (Bonhomme et al., 2005;
Zwieniecki et al., 2015). Combined with the dehydration of cells,

decreased osmotic potential lowers the freezing point of living
cells preventing ice damage. Compatible solutes such as sugars
can stabilize membranes and macromolecules, and also scavenge
ROS (Tarkowski and Van den Ende, 2015; Beauvieux et al.,
2018). The increase of starch degradation rate in response to
low temperature can be related not only to changes in metabolic
gene expression but also enzyme activity (Witt and Sauter,
1994). Indeed, a cell’s sugars homeostasis is maintained by the
degradation-synthesis enzymatic equilibrium and the exchange
with the apoplast which has a major role in xylem for transport
capacity (Zwieniecki et al., 2015). The export of sugars to the
xylem apoplast lowers its osmotic potential and protects it against
freezing. If xylem sap does freeze, insoluble gas bubbles may
form and expand in vessels when thawing (Améglio et al., 2002,
2004). Gas-filled-vessels or embolized vessels can no longer
transport water (Lens et al., 2012). During thawing, sugar export
into the xylem apoplast may help dissolve embolisms formed
during freeze-thaw cycles thus ensuring an intact water transport
pathway for spring.

Milder winters and increased frequency of freeze thaw cycles
predicted by climate change models might accelerate the draw-
down of NSC reserves and the resulting drop in the spring carbon
budget might negatively affect growth resumption during spring
(Sperling et al., 2015; Charrier et al., 2018). In grapes, increasing
bud temperature induces persistent season-long changes in shoot
development in terms of phenology, growth, and whole plant
carbon budget (Keller and Tarara, 2010). Even small changes in
the temperature of branches can have an effect on their spatial
distribution of carbohydrates contents and their phenology

FIGURE 2 | Conceptual graph of holistic framework to study non-structural carbohydrate (NSC) implication in winter biology and spring growth resumption within the

context of climate change. Temperature has a local signaling and physiological effect on each organ of perennial plants which will affect the local carbon budget. The

integration of transport mechanisms is crucial to unravel the suite of biological activities that leads to budbreak and successful growth resumption at the whole

plant level.
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in walnut (Tixier et al., 2017a). The resumption of growth
and the organogenesis of new photosynthetic organs require
mobilization of NSC as building blocks for these new tissues
(Bonhomme et al., 2010; Hartmann and Trumbore, 2016). It
is not known how the main storage compartments (i.e., wood
and roots) of NSC interact, what triggers the mobilization of
stored NSC, or how/if NSCs are being translocated when phloem
and xylem are assumed to be non-functional (Aloni et al., 1991;
Améglio et al., 2001). Locally, the parenchyma cell tissue fraction
of wood might provision for local NSC storage capacity, thus the
relative contribution of parenchyma cells in wood might produce
a trade-off between storage, water transport, and mechanical
support (Hoch et al., 2003; Morris et al., 2015). Therefore,
NSC requirements also have to be evaluated in terms of the
storage size limits in order to quantify the local availability of
NSC surrounding the bud. Insufficient NSC in tissues adjacent
to a bud—whether they are transported there in spring or
stored locally through the winter—can lead to delays in growth
and development, decreased leaf area, and the induction of
flower abortion (Lebon et al., 2008; Keller and Tarara, 2010;
Tixier et al., 2017b).

Spring NSC Remobilization and
Transport Mechanisms
Growing buds require a carbohydrate supply, mostly mono- or
disaccharides (i.e., glucose, fructose, and sucrose) and sometimes
sorbitol originating from starch hydrolysis in the parenchyma
cells of xylem (Maurel et al., 2004; Keller, 2015). Bud break
and growth could potentially utilize carbohydrates from local
NSC reserves or NSC delivered via long-distance transport.
At the onset of bud development in species such as peach,
walnut, and grapevine, there is low starch variation near the
bud, while there are increases in starch degrading enzyme
activity and significant decreases of starch reserves at distant
locations (Alves et al., 2007; Bonhomme et al., 2010; Rubio
et al., 2014). Modeled NSC depletion from local maintenance
respiration in walnut branches was much higher than observed
carbohydrate depletion, suggesting a need for the replenishment
of reserves from distal locations (Tixier et al., 2017a). Long-
distance transport of labeled carbohydrates, grafting, girdling
experiments, storage mobilization, and growth measurements
also support the hypothesis that carbohydrates are transported
from distant locations (Bates et al., 2002; Lacointe et al., 2004;
Menora et al., 2015; Tixier et al., 2017b).

While long-distance transport during vegetative growth
involving fully functional phloem and xylem is well-understood
from the perspective of physics and biology, there is limited
knowledge on long-distance transport mechanisms during
winter and spring in the absence of transpiration (Münch,
1943; Angeles et al., 2004; Jensen et al., 2011). Given the
observed range of carbohydrate concentration gradients found
in the xylem, diffusion would not be capable of delivering
enough carbohydrates to meet the demand of developing
buds across more than a few centimeters. The amount of
NSC required to sustain growth far exceeds local wood
content, therefore the utilization of NSC stored over a few

meters away may be required to sustain bud growth (Bates
et al., 2002; Zufferey et al., 2012). Due to the prevailing
assumption of phloem dormancy and the distinctive occurrence
of sugar accumulation in its sap during bud break, xylem
has been proposed as the primary path for long-distance
NSC transport (Campbell and Strother, 1996). Yet, the role
of root pressure and transpiration as driving forces for long-
distant transport remain questionable. Without a concurrent
leak, outflow, or backflow mechanism, it is unclear how
root pressure could generate water movement. Transpiration
is insufficient due to the minimal exposure of evaporative
surface area in developing buds, especially at early stages
(Tixier et al., 2017a).

Based on experimental observations and modeling, a
novel mechanism for the maintenance of spring carbohydrate
translocation in woody perennials has been proposed. In the
absence of transpiration and prior to leaves’ photosynthetic
independence, phloem Münch flow would act as a pump to
generate water flux in xylem allowing for the transport and
mobilization of sugars from distant locations (Tixier et al.,
2017b). The accumulation of sugars in xylem sap in response
to low temperatures may take part in the transport of NSC,
especially when considering thermal gradients at the whole plant
scale in spring when roots are colder than the canopy (Zwieniecki
et al., 2015). Phloem transport capacity has been reported to be
blocked during winter however it has also been suggested that
a thin layer of phloem near the cambium remains active (Aloni
et al., 1991). Other research suggests that phloem sieve tubes
can remain active at temperatures below −10◦C (Fisher, 1983).
Because analyzing functional phloem is technically challenging,
our current knowledge relies upon only a few classical studies,
which are now being challenged and complemented by advances
in molecular biology and with the popular use of isotopes
(Knoblauch and van Bel, 1998; Tarkowski and Van den Ende,
2015; Corot et al., 2017).

Whole tree level NSC management is highly responsive to
temporal and spatial temperature gradients. Seasonal shifts in
the average temperature of the soil and atmosphere are well-
correlated with changes in the direction of carbohydrate flux
through woody plants (Zwieniecki et al., 2015). When the soil
is warmer than the atmosphere (fall and early winter) NSC
accumulates in the roots, while when the atmosphere is warmer
than the soil (spring and early summer) there is a shift of
carbohydrates to the above ground biomass. Similar trends were
observed on shorter time scales, indicating that carbohydrate
redistribution might be influenced by gradients of temperatures
across the architecture of the whole plant (roots to shoots)
(Sperling et al., 2017).

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
DIRECTIONS

We argue that further progress in our understanding of
dormancy hinges on applying new holistic multidisciplinary
approaches integrating bud level genetic control with whole
plant physiology to provide the foundations necessary for the
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development of robust predictive models. In the context of
climate change it is crucial to understand the mechanisms
of winter biology to better inform how projected increases
in winter temperatures will affect the carbon budget,
transport, and allocation which controls timing and success
of growth resumption (Figure 2). In spring, NSCs need to be
available at the right locations and time for a successful and
synchronized bud break. This critical step for the fitness of
perennial plants in natural and agricultural ecosystems affects
the reproductive success and performance throughout the
growing season.
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